a man who has published several articles in American journals about aspects of medicine in the medieval period. In fact, apart from the catchpenny title, which is not justified by the contents, the book is really a r6sume of the material he has published previously. Briefly it is an outline of medical history covering primitive cultures, Greek and Roman medicine, but weighted heavily on the medieval side. Book Reviews The detailed arrangement of this massive material into thirty-six chapters is an editorial feat-the testimony to an enormous amount of thought on the part of those dedicated collaborators to whom Sir Victor Negus pays tribute in the Foreword. Particularly apt among the illustrations are reproductions of some of William Clift's original drawings, which are now in the Library of the University of Melbourne. The short biographical notes are useful for ready reference, and a perusal of the 'Anatomical Index' once more brings home the enormity of the scope of John Hunter's vision.
It is obvious that all the promoters took a personal pride in their arduous task. Moreover, the Board of Trustees of the Hunterian Collection must be congratulated on having been instrumental in effecting the display of the pathological specimens as a separate unit in their new Wellcome Museum. The expenses for publishing the new catalogue have been borne by the MacRae-Webb-Johnson fund. For that service many will be very grateful for a very long time.
This catalogue is a truly remarkable achievement. Unlike so many other catalogues, it makes for exciting reading; the descriptions compel the reader to think. Thereby, it is bound to stimulate research and to promote further study. In these days of 'recent' advances, reference to this book gives many a salutary reminder of great things that have happened long ago. Altogether, this is a superb work-the most instructive catalogue the reviewer has ever read. The initial attack in North Africa revealed certain weaknesses in the medical services, but they were quickly remedied and constant improvement took place in the prevention of disease, the transport of the wounded and the surgical treatment both at the front and in the hospitals farther to the rear. Near the front line first aid treatment was promptly given wherever possible but it often took a considerable time before hospital treatment could be given, for difficulties in transport were often formidable. Long distances by ambulance over desert tracks in Africa, and prolonged litter-bearing by human agents along appalling mountainous paths or along roads deep in mud, often exhausted both bearers and patient before the hospital was
